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Playing as a Tarnished Knight, you have been summoned from your life in the Human World to the
Lands Between. Here, the world is ruled by the mysterious Elden King, who has cast a spell to
commit a great sin, and the consequence has become the falling of mankind. Now, the Lands
Between is shrouded in darkness, the people forgotten. Only those who are blessed with the divine
grace are born into the Elden Lord and learn the sword, the essence of the Tarnished Knights, and
absorb the light which drives the universe. With the power of the divine, the Elden Knight must rise
to answer the call of the Elden King. A Tarnished Knight who has been summoned into the Lands
Between is not someone who has yet been born. Indeed, they are those who have been born into
this world as Tarnished Knights, but were not blessed with the divine grace. Therefore, in the world
they have been born into, the world is ruled by a party of powerful Elden Knights, who, in association
with the Elden King, cast a spell to commit a great sin. But with a band of divine knights and their
divine Grace, the Tarnished Knights who were born into this world may one day rise to become an
Elden Knight who represents the divine grace of the holy sword of the Elden Knight that has fallen
from the heavens and is now plunged into the Lands Between. Explore an Epic World, an Epic
Drama, and a Game Full of Excitement — Within the game, there are 100 huge maps which you can
explore freely, with lively open fields, massive dungeons, and deep pits.The present disclosure
relates to a thin film transistor (TFT), and more particularly, to a thin film transistor employing a
silicide layer that prevents leakage current from occurring, a display device including the thin film
transistor, and a method for fabricating the thin film transistor. With the advent of information-based
society, the importance of display devices has increased. Recently, research has been conducted on
various flat panel displays (FPDs) that are able to reduce weight and volume that are disadvantages
of cathode ray tube (CRT) displays. The flat panel display devices include liquid crystal display
devices (LCD), field emission display devices (FED), plasma display panel (PDP) display devices, and
the like. Currently, display devices that have a display area including a plurality of pixels each
including a thin film transistor (TFT) are in the mainstream

Features Key:
Stay between light and darkness for the Eidolon.
Carry over a finite amount of Strength, Dexterity, and Vitality.
Authentic Eastern Tales & Fusion Music.
A Thorough Battle System.
Switch your weapon to control multiple characters.
A Scene Select System where you choose scenes for your ending.
Dynamic quests.
A 2D side-scrolling battle system.
Customizable character costumes and equipment.
Free original fantasy music.
Many scenes featuring an Elden Lord and his life partner
An Elden Lord's terminal menu.
Various background themes.
Trading Card System that grants special items and guild members.
A search system that allows you to find really hard-to-find items.
A gender-locked system that prevents the usage of gender-specific items.
An activity-tracker that records time and supply in your Enkei.
A life-reversal system that reverses the life of an enemy.
A terrain-hacking system that enables you to change the appearance of a certain area.
Web Server Support.
An English-language voice chat function.
The latest release is a preview version, and therefore could contain some unresolved bugs and
glitches. Please do not disclose personal information to us.
We are grateful to the Japanese and Korean staff for the development of Key.
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Testing screenshot:

Developers:

Yosaka Higuchi: Chief Game Designer (Lead Designer)
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